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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods and apparatus, including computer program prod 
ucts, for message processing based on address patterns. The 
invention provides a method for processing messages. The 
method includes maintaining rules, each rule includes an 
address pattern key and processing instructions. An address 
pattern key is an expression that specifies one or more 
address pattern instances. The method includes receiving a 
first message, the first message including address informa 
tion associated with the Sender and the intended recipient of 
the first message. The method includes defining an address 
pattern instance of the first message, an address pattern 
instance of a message being a combination of address 
information associated with a Sender and an intended recipi 
ent of the message. The method includes Selecting a rule that 
includes an address pattern key with which the defined 
address pattern instance matches, and processing the first 
message in accordance to the instructions included in the 
rule Selected. 
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MESSAGE PROCESSING BASED ON ADDRESS 
PATTERNS 

0001. The present application claims priority from U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/383,566, filed May 28, 2002, 
the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference 
in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 The present invention relates to network commu 
nications. 

0.003 Communications sent over networks can be imple 
mented in the form of messages. A message usually includes 
content, which can be represented by, for example, text, 
images, and Sound. A message also usually includes address 
information of a Sender of the message as well as address 
information of an intended recipient of the message. Gen 
erally, the Sender initiates the message, and the receiver, or 
intended recipient, is the target or the addressee of the 
message. A Sender can be, for example, a human operator, a 
computer program product, and a computing System. An 
intended recipient can likewise be any of the mentioned 
entities. An intended recipient can be one or more entities. 
For example, a particular message can be addressed to an 
intended recipient representing a group of human operators. 
Senders and intended recipients are correspondents. 
0004. There are generally different types of messages. 
Emails, short-message-Service (“SMS) messages, voice 
messages, page messages, instant messaging messages, and 
facsimiles (i.e., faxes) are examples of messages. 
0005 Different types of messages can be sent over dif 
ferent types of networkS. Email messages, for example, are 
typically Sent over networks that include email Servers. The 
email servers can use the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(“SMTP). Faxes, for example, are typically sent over 
networks that include fax machines. Faxes may also be sent 
over a network that includes computers that have fax appli 
cations. Voice messages, for example, are typically Sent over 
a network that include voice mail servers. The networks 
mentioned can be part of or include portions of the Internet. 
0006. A message can also be sent over an interprocess 
communication environment (“IPCE'), which may include 
one network, Several networks, or a Subset of a network. A 
message can be communicated between processes in differ 
ent IPCES by relaying through a process connected to two 
(or more) IPCEs. That is, mail can be relayed between hosts 
on different transport Systems by a host on both transport 
Systems. 

0007 Astandardized form of contact information (e.g., a 
contact alias) can identify one or more of the particular 
Sender and intended recipient. Emails, for example, usually 
include Standardized contact information, usually in the 
following form: "local partGdomain part”. Telephone 
numbers for voice and fax, for example, also usually include 
Standardized contact information. The Standardized contact 
information generally includes digits that represent a coun 
try, digits that represent an area code, and digits that repre 
Sent a terminal device. 

0008. The above mentioned networks can include tech 
nology that Supports a mapping of multiple addresses to a 
Single delivery location. Specific email addresses of a 
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human operator can be linked, i.e., aliased, to an actual email 
account the human operator uses to connect to the network. 
For example, personal(GDBePrivate.com and 
business(OBePrivate.com can both be aliased to 
alan(apop. BePrivate.com. Messages Sent to either of the 
first two addresses will be delivered to the third account. 
Similarly, different telephone numbers can map to a single 
telephone or facsimile machine. Message addresses that are 
aliased, regardless of the type of message, are referred to in 
this specification as contact aliases. 

SUMMARY 

0009. The present invention provides methods and appa 
ratus, including computer program products, for automatic 
management and control of contact aliases. 
0010. In general, in one aspect, the invention provides a 
computer implemented method for processing messages. 
The method includes maintaining rules, each of which 
includes an address pattern key and one or more instructions 
for message processing, an address pattern key being an 
expression that Specifies one or more address pattern 
instances. The method includes receiving a first message, the 
first message including address information associated with 
the Sender of the first message and address information 
asSociated with the intended recipient of the first message. 
The method includes defining an address pattern instance of 
the first message, an address pattern instance of a message 
being a combination of address information associated with 
a Sender of the message and address information associated 
with an intended recipient of the message. The method 
includes Selecting, from among the rules, a rule that includes 
an address pattern key with which the defined address 
pattern instance matches. The method includes processing 
the first message in accordance to the one or more instruc 
tions included in the rule Selected. 

0011. In general, in one aspect, the invention features a 
computer program product, tangibly Stored on machine 
readable medium, for processing messages. The product 
includes instructions operable to cause a programmable 
processor to receive a first message, the first message 
including address information associated with the Sender of 
the first message and address information associated with 
the intended recipient of the first message. The product 
includes instructions operable to define an address pattern 
instance of the first message, an address pattern instance of 
a message being a combination of address information 
asSociated with a Sender of the message and address infor 
mation associated with an intended recipient of the message. 
The product includes instructions operable to Select, from 
among a set of rules, a rule that includes an address pattern 
key with which the defined address pattern instance 
matches, each of the Set of rules including an address pattern 
key and one or more instructions for message processing, an 
address pattern key being an expression that Specifies one or 
more address pattern instances. The product includes 
instructions operable to process the first message in accor 
dance to the one or more instructions included in the rule 
Selected. 

0012. In general, in another aspect, the invention pro 
vides a network transmitting agent for a Specific type of 
network and associated management utilities. These net 
work Specific agents use Stored information to lookup appro 
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priate behavior rules for the task at hand. These rules define 
criteria and processes for at least accepting, rejecting, Veri 
fying, validating, and modifying incoming and outbound 
communications and for adding, modifying, and deleting 
rules. The management utilities for the network Specific 
agents provide a means for adding, modifying and deleting 
rules, configuration Settings, and other agent State informa 
tion. 

0013 In one implementations where messages are email 
Sent over an email communication network, the invention 
provides a specialized SMTP server and associated manage 
ment utilities for processing emails, including managing 
consistent use of aliases. The management utilities Support 
both a Web-based (e.g., one using HTTP(S)) and validated 
email interface. The present invention supports SMTP, 
POP3, or IMAP4 compliant email clients such as Eudora, 
Outlook Express, and NetScape Mail without requiring 
Source-code level changes to those applications. 
0.014. The invention can be implemented to realize one or 
more of the following advantages. A System as described in 
this Specification can, for outbound messages, facilitate 
consistent use of aliases. The System can ensure that a 
message outbound to a particular intended recipient includes 
the alias the Sender has designated for use with messages 
addressed to the particular intended recipient. The System 
allows one to define new aliases and change existing aliases 
by either passive input or active input. Passive input includes 
inserting a new alias in a from field of a message. Active 
input includes input received through an administrative 
interface, which can be Web-based. 
0.015 The system allows users to maintain more than one 
email identity and yet use a single mailbox for all email they 
receive. The identity feature is further enhanced with an 
automatic mapping facility allowing each externally visible 
identity to map onto the email addresses of one or more 
correspondents. Users can thus appear to have a different 
email address (identity) for each person with whom the user 
correspond, because the Server automatically ensures all 
outbound email contains the correct identity for that par 
ticular correspondent. 
0016. The system can, for incoming and outbound mes 
Sages, apply access and processing rules. The rules can be 
defined to reduce Spam. The System can, for example, Stop 
accepting messages from Senders whom the System does not 
recognize while continuing to accept messages from Senders 
whom the System does recognize. A user, thus, need not 
change the address at which the user receives messages to 
keep from receiving spam. 
0.017. The system can include a rules engine and a 
database, in which the acceSS and processing rules can be 
maintained. The rules engine can be built on top of the 
database, which can be integrated into all mail transfer 
Subsystems that govern both inbound and outbound email 
acceptance and outbound identity mapping. The rules engine 
allows users to restrict exactly whom they wish to corre 
spond with through the use of acceSS and processing rules. 
The rules can specify Single entities or use regular expres 
Sions, allowing users to block all entities or any Sub-set of 
the entities matching a specified pattern. The rules can 
include default rules and customized rules. The rules can be 
changed by the rules engine. That is, the System can be 
Self-adapting. Further, the System can adapt the acceSS and 
processing rules automatically and in real time. 
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0018. The system can support different levels of default 
actions for receipt of messages Sent to an intended recipient 
from a Sender not recognized by the System (i.e., a new 
Sender). The levels include: (i) accept for delivery any 
messages from a new Sender, reject only messages from 
Senders the intended recipient specified; (ii) request verifi 
cation from the intended recipient, i.e., ask the intended 
recipient whether the message is to be rejected or accepted; 
(iii) request confirmation from the new sender before deliv 
ering the message; (iv) request verification from the 
intended recipient and confirmation from the new Sender, (v) 
block any messages from new Senders, accepting messages 
from Senders with whom the intended recipient initiates 
communication. 

0019. Each of the above described levels reduces the 
intended recipient's Susceptibility to Spam, with the fifth 
level eliminating all spam except that which actually comes 
from known correspondents. Another unique productivity 
enhancing feature of the rules engine is that rules for 
individual correspondents and even entire Internet domains 
can be updated through the user's client computer itself, 
without recourse to using resources Such as Web-based 
administration facility. For example, in implementations 
where the messages are emails: 
0020 Forwarding a particular email to a “REJECT" 
address updates the rules Such that emails having the same 
address pattern instance as the particular email will not be 
accepted for delivery. 
0021 Sending a reply to a Verify request, which was sent 
in response to a particular email from a correspondent, adds 
a rule that accepts future email having the same address 
pattern instance as the particular email. In addition, the 
System delivers any pending emails having the same address 
pattern instance as the particular email. 
0022 Sending an email to a correspondent not recog 
nized by the System (i.e., a new correspondent) will auto 
matically create an identity mapping based on both the 
correspondent's address and either the address in the 
“FROM" field or the user specified default identity. In 
addition, the new correspondent will be automatically added 
to the rules for that identity allowing return email to be 
accepted automatically. 

0023 Sending an email to an old correspondent with a 
different “FROM field will update the identity mapping 
such that “FROM address is the new default. Additionally, 
the new correspondent is and automatically added to the 
rules for that identity. 
0024. Receiving email from a correspondent to a new 
identity will automatically create the new identity, e.g., 
while signing up on a website you can create a new address 
Such as memsn.com(athere.com Such that the incoming 
promotional email from that website automatically creates 
the identity. 

0025. A user of the system can therefore accomplish 
fine-tuning of the rules for the System through the day-to 
day use of their favorite email client. 
0026. The rules can be defined for multiple users of the 
System. The database of rules can be segmented on a user by 
user basis. For example, rules for different users can be 
maintained in different tables. By being So Segmented, the 
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database is Scalable. Furthermore, a user changing rules 
pertaining to the user locks only the user's respective 
Segment and not segments of other users. 
0027. The system can use address patterns that include 
both Sender and intended recipient address information. By 
doing So, the System provides a fine-grained level of control 
over message acceptance and processing. In one implemen 
tation, the System uses regular expression to define groups of 
aliases. In one implementation, the System controls and 
manages messages at the SMTP level So that client resources 
need not be consumed for the purposes of access control. In 
addition, Server resources consumed for processing rejected 
messages are minimized. By Supporting the use of different 
contact aliases for different purposes, the System provides 
users with the advantage of tracking unauthorized use of 
Specific contact aliases by the corresponding trusted parties. 
0028. A contact alias need not be abandoned when it 
becomes the target of a large amount of unwanted messages 
(i.e., spam). The System can reject messages that are sent 
from new Senders and addressed to the contact alias while 
continuing to accept messages that are Sent from previous 
Senders and addressed to the contact alias. The System can 
also accept messages Sent from recipients of outgoing mes 
Sages from the contact alias. 
0029. The details of one or more implementations of the 
invention are Set forth in the accompanying drawings and 
the description below. Other features and advantages of the 
invention will become apparent from the description, the 
drawings, and the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0030 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a system for 
processing messages. 
0.031 FIGS. 2A-2C show examples of address pattern 
keys that are regular expressions and of a rule. 
0.032 FIG. 3 shows a method for processing messages. 
0.033 FIG. 4 shows another method for processing mes 
SageS. 

0034 FIG. 5 shows an implementation of the system for 
processing messages. 

0035 FIGS. 6A-6F show examples of administrative 
interfaces. 

0036. Like reference numbers and designations in the 
various drawings indicate like elements. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0037 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a system 100 for 
processing messages. The System includes a Server 102, a 
rules engine 104, a database 106, and a database server 108. 
Alternatively, the System can include one Server where the 
rules engine and the database can reside. The system 100 can 
include other computing components. For example, the 
System can include one or more other Servers and other 
computer program products. The rules engine 104 can 
maintain a rule base stored in the database 106. 

0038. The rule base can include access and processing 
rules for messages. Each of the rules can include an address 
pattern key and one or more instructions for message 
processing. An address pattern key is an expression that 
Specifies one or more address pattern instances. In one 
implementation, the address pattern keys are regular expres 
Sions. Each address pattern key can include two portions, 
one for address information associated with a Sender (i.e., 
the Sender portion) and another for address information 
associated with an intended recipient (i.e., the intended 
recipient portion). Each portion can include a regular expres 
Sion, which is a formula for matching Strings that follow a 
pattern. Regular expressions similar to those that can be 
included in the rules are further described in Portable 
Operating System Interface (“POSIX(R) 1003.2, which is 
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. Alterna 
tively, the address pattern key can include one regular 
expression for address information associated with both a 
Sender and an intended recipient. 

0039 FIGS. 2A and 2B show example regular expres 
sions. FIG. 2A shows an address pattern key 202 that 
includes a Sender portion 204 and an intended recipient 
portion 206. FIG. 2B shows an address pattern key 208 that 
includes an intended recipient portion 210 but not a Sender 
portion. Address pattern keys like the address pattern key 
208 are usually included in rules for alias management. FIG. 
2C shows an example rule 212 that include the address 
pattern key 202 and one or more instructions 214. Table 1 
shows examples of address pattern keys and the correspond 
ing address pattern instances specified by, i.e., match with, 
the address pattern keys. In the examples, the messages are 
emails. However, the messages can be any type of messages. 
For example, the messages can be phone numbers, in which 
case the regular expressions will include numbers. 

TABLE 1. 

Address Pattern Key Matching Address Pattern Instances 

Sender Portion 

bobvjonesGbobdomain\. bobQlegal\bobdo 
CO 

Intended 
Recipient Portion 

Intended 
Recipient Portion Sender Portion 

bob.jonesGbobdomain. bobQlegal.bobd 
main\.com CO omain.com 
bobQlegal\bobdo bob.jonesGbobdomain. bobQlegal.bobd 
main\.com CO omain.com 

bob.jonesGprivate.bob bobQlegal.bobd 
domain.com omain.com 
sally.jonesGbobdomain bobQlegal.bobd 
CO omain.com 

Any sender which ends bobQlegal.bobd 
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TABLE 1-continued 

Address Pattern Key 

Intended 
Sender Portion Recipient Portion Sender Portion 

with 
“Gbobdomain.com 
Any sender which ends 
with "...bobdomain.com 

.*(a).* bob(Glegal\.bobdo Any sender matches 
main\.com this pattern 

alanco-BePrivate.com bob- .- alanco-BePrivate.com 
+Gweb\.bobdom 
ain\.com 

alanco-BePrivate.com 

alanco-BePrivate.com 

alanco-BePrivate.com 

0040. One or more of the rules can also include one or 
more processing instructions. The instructions can Specify 
how messages are processed and how the rules are main 
tained and updated. The instructions can be, for example, 
any combination of accept the message for delivery, reject 
the message, accept the message and hold until confirmed, 
accept the message and hold until verified, accept the 
message and hold until confirmed and verified, accept the 
message for a duration after a particular date, accept a 
particular number messages and then reject, accept message 
until a particular date, forward messages to a particular list 
of locations, and define a rule. Confirmation may include 
customized confirmation request. A user of the System can 
have, for example, different confirmation request templates 
for different intended recipients. Further, the user can have 
different confirmation request templates for different address 
pattern instances. The System uses a confirmation request 
template, in conjunction with a particular message, to gen 
erate a confirmation request for the particular message. In 
one implementation, the user may customize the confirma 
tion request templates by using an administrative interface, 
for example, a Web-based administrative interface. Updat 
ing includes defining a new rule, modifying an existing rule, 
and deleting an existing rule. The instructions can relate to 
alias management. The instructions can, for example, 
Specify which alias of a Sender is used for a message the 
Sender is Sending to a particular intended recipient. Alias 
management rules can be Stored Separately from the acceSS 
and processing rules. For example, the System can have two 
tables for each System user, one for alias management rules 
and the other for access and processing rules. 
0041) The rules can be, for example, IF-THEN rules, 
IF-NOT THEN rules, IF-THEN-ELSE rules, and any com 
bination thereof. The System can include other types of rules. 
0042. In general, the system can be connected to send and 
receive messages to and from networkS Such as the Internet, 
and also to Send to and receive messages from clients. The 
System can receive the message from any point in a network 

In 

O 

O 

ya 

O 

O 
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Matching Address Pattern Instances 

ended 
Recipient Portion 

omain.com 

bGlegal.bobd 
omain.com 

bGlegal.bobd 
omain.com 

- 

hoo(web.bob 
domain.com 

- 

walmartGweb.b 
obdomain.com 

- 

nyctripGweb.bo 
bdomain.com 
Any receiver 
which begins 
with “bob- and 
ends with 
“Gweb.bobdom 
ain.com 

to which the System is connected. The System can receive the 
message from, for example, a client computer or a server. 
The System and its implementations are further described 
below. 

0043. The system can include memory where the system 
can Store messages for future delivery. When the System 
receives a message, the System determines what action to 
take. After the System determines what action to take, the 
System can Store the message in the memory for future 
delivery. 

Methods for Processing Messages 

0044 FIG. 3 shows a method 300 for processing mes 
Sages. A System, Such as the System 100, performing method 
300 receives a message (step 302). The message can be, for 
example, an email, an SMS message, a fax, an instant 
message, and a Voice message. The message includes 
address information. The address information can include 
address information associated with the Sender of the mes 
Sage and address information associated with the intended 
recipient of the message. The message can include content. 
The content can include attached electronic documents. An 
electronic document does not necessarily correspond to a 
file. A document may be Stored in a portion of a file that 
holds other documents, in a single file dedicated to the 
document in question, or in multiple coordinated files. 
004.5 The system defines an address pattern instance of 
the message (step 304). An address pattern instance of a 
message can be a combination of address information asso 
ciated with a Sender of the message and address information 
asSociated with an intended recipient of the message. 
Examples of address information associated with a Sender 
can include and are not limited to an alias of the Sender, a 
domain of the user, a phone number of the Sender, an IP 
address of the Sender. Examples of address information 
asSociated with the intended recipient Similarly include and 
are not limited to an alias of the intended recipient, a domain 
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of the intended recipient, a phone number of the intended 
recipient, an IP address of the intended recipient. There is 
generally one address pattern instance which can be defined 
for a given message. Multiple messages can have the same 
address pattern instances. 
0046) The system identifies which of the processing rules 
includes an address pattern key to which the defined address 
pattern instance matches (Step 306). There may be instances 
when there are no matches, in which case the System can 
identify a default rule. In general, however, there are one or 
more rules with which the address pattern instance matches, 
and there are one or more rules identified. The System 
determines if there is more than one rule identified (decision 
step 308). If there is only one rule identified, then the system 
selects the one rule identified (step 310). If there are more 
than one rule identified, then the System Selects one rule 
from among the rules identified (step 312). Criteria for the 
Selection can be based on the Specificity of the address 
pattern keys included in the rules. The System can Select, for 
example, the rule that include the most specific address 
pattern key. Alternatively, criteria for Selection can be based 
on an order of priority. In one implementation, the System 
includes a restricted set of rules. The rules are ordered by 
priority, and the System Selects a matching one with the 
highest priority. The order of priority can be defined by an 
administrator, one or more users, or any combination of 
administrator and users. 

0047 The system processes the message in accordance to 
the one or more instructions included in the rule Selected 
(step 314). The processing can occur at a point in the 
network Such that consumption of client computing 
resources are reduced or minimized. Processing can occur, 
for example, at an SMTP server. Processing can include any 
action or operations one can apply to a message and the 
rules. For example, processing can include but is not limited 
to: accepting a message for delivery, rejecting a message; 
accepting a message, requesting Verification, and delivering 
the message upon receipt of Verification; accepting a mes 
Sage, requesting confirmation, and delivering the message 
upon receipt of confirmation; accepting a message, request 
ing confirmation and Verification, and delivering the mes 
Sage upon receipt of confirmation and Verification; defining 
a new rule, or any of the above combination. 
0.048 FIG. 4 shows a method 400 for processing mes 
Sages. A System, Such as the System 100, performing method 
400 receives an outbound message (step 402). The message 
can be, for example, an email, an SMS message, a fax, an 
instant message, and a voice message. The message includes 
address information. The address information can include 
address information associated with the Sender of the mes 
Sage and address information associated with the intended 
recipient of the message. The message can include content. 
The content can include attached electronic documents. 

0049. The system defines an address pattern instance of 
the message (step 404). An address pattern instance of a 
message can be the address information associated with an 
intended recipient of the message. 
0050. The system identifies alias management rules that 
include address pattern keys with which the defined address 
pattern instance matches (Step 406). The alias management 
rules maps aliases to intended recipients. That is, an alias 
management rule Specifies which of the Sender's aliases is to 
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be used for which of the intended recipients. The system 
determines if there is more than one rule that includes an 
address pattern key with which the address pattern instance 
matches (step 408). If there is only one rule, then the system 
selects this rule (step 410). If there are more than one rule, 
then the System Selects a rule from among those identified 
(step 412). Criteria for the selection can be based on the 
Specificity of the address pattern keys included in the rules. 
The System can Select, for example, the rule that includes the 
most specific address pattern key. Alternatively, criteria for 
Selection can be based on an order of priority. In one 
implementation, the System includes a restricted Set of rules. 
The rules are ordered by priority, and the System Selects the 
matching one with the highest priority. The order of priority 
can be defined by an administrator, one or more users, or any 
combination of administrator and users. The System pro 
ceSSes the message in accordance with the instructions of the 
rule Selected (Step 414). Processing includes managing 
aliases and ensuring consistent alias use. The System can 
determine whether the alias currently in the message is the 
Same as the alias Specified in the rule Selected, and changing 
the alias in the message as appropriate, for example, to be 
the same as the one specified in the rule Selected. Processing 
can also include defining new rules. Processing can include, 
for example, changing an alias Specified in the rule Selected 
to be the same as the alias of the current message. Alterna 
tively, processing can include other actions Such as, for 
example, those described above with respect to method 300. 

0051. In one implementation, the system is a privacy 
oriented email System that includes an integrated Suite of 
high-performance email processing Server applications and 
a rules engine driven by a database that contains account and 
configuration information. Together, these applications man 
age the privacy of email identities used for correspondence. 
Each user has one mailbox that contains all of the email for 
all of his or her email identities. The System keeps track of 
which identity is used with each correspondent. Addition 
ally, each mailbox can span multiple domains allowing a 
user's choice of identity to also span multiple domains. AS 
will be seen, also included in the system Suite are a Web 
based user account, domain, and identity administration 
application and a Web-mail application. 

0.052 As shown in FIG. 5, system 500 includes: an 
SMTPD component 502, a POPD component 504, a FETCH 
component 506, an ADMIN component 508, a WEB com 
ponent 510, and an AIRDB (account information & rules 
database) component 512. The components are connected as 
indicated to each other, the Internet, email clients, remote 
email accounts, and Web clients. 

0053) The SMTPD component 502 is a server for pro 
cessing both inbound messages from the Internet and out 
bound messages from email clients. The POPD component 
504 is a POP3 server for establishing inbound email client 
connections. The FETCH component 506 is a POP3 client 
for fetching email from remote POP3 servers. The ADMIN 
component 508 is a computer program product that provides 
a Web-based interface for administering user accounts, 
domains, and identities. The ADMIN component 508 resides 
on an HTTP server, for example, the Boa Webserver. The 
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WEB component 510 is a computer program product that 
provides a Web-based email client interface. The AIRDB 
512 is database of user account information used by all of 
the above components. The following described each com 
ponent in further detail. 
0054 SMTPD-Intelligent SMTP Server 
0055. The SMTPD server 502 is a mail transfer agent 

utilizing the SMTP protocol standard. It acts as a server for 
Sending and receiving the following: 

0056 Inbound email for all domains and sub-do 
mains configured in the AIRDB component 512. 

0057 Relayed (outbound) email from user email 
clients, provided they have checked their email 
account from the same IP address in a Specified time 
period, for example, the last 15 minutes. 

0.058 Supports the extended SMTP commands for 
pipelining of commands and for Supporting 8-bit 
mime types. 

0059. In one implementation, the SMTPD server 502 is 
compliant with the SMTP standard, according to RFC 2821. 
0060. The following describes inbound email delivery. In 
order to receive email, the inbound destination email address 
must map to configured domain or Sub-domain, then to an 
address group corresponding to a user account, and then to 
a mailbox. Once the inbound address has been mapped to a 
user's mailbox, the email will only be accepted and pro 
cessed according to the email handling rules for the corre 
spondent in the FROM address of the SMTP envelope and 
the specified receiving identity in the TO address of the 
SMTP envelope. The various types of email processing 
instructions are as indicated below. 

0061 Message processing instructions include and 
are not limited to: 

0062 Accept all messages (Accept). 
0063. Accept a certain number of messages and 
then reject the rest (Accept Some). This is a two 
part action. The first determines whether to accept 
or reject a message based on a counter. The Second 
decrements the counter after a message has been 
accepted. 

0064. Accept any number of messages up until a 
particular date and then reject the rest (Accept 
Until). 

0065 Reject all messages (Reject). 
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0066. More complex handling rules include and are 
not limited to: 

0067 Ask the sender to send a confirmation mes 
Sage before delivering the message. After receiv 
ing confirmation, create a new accept always rule 
that includes the current address pattern instance 
as the rule's address pattern key. (Confirm & 
Create) 

0068 Ask the receiver to verify the sender before 
delivering a message (Verify). 

0069. Ask the sender to send a confirmation mes 
Sage, then ask the receiver to Verify the Sender 
before delivering a message (Confirm & Verify). 

0070 Accept a message from a new sender and 
create a new accept Some rule that includes the 
current address pattern instance as the rule's 
address pattern key. (Accept & Create) 

0071. After a sender has either confirmed or been veri 
fied, all of their subsequent email will continue to be 
accepted/rejected and So forth until the user Specifies oth 
erwise. If not confirmed/verified, the email will be rejected 
for receipt after a timeout, for example, 7 dayS. 

0072 All of the rules Support defining the sender 
“FROM” to be any of the following: 

0073. A specific person (i.e., specific email 
address). 

0074) A specific group of people (i.e., specific 
domain or Sub-group within a domain). 

0075) Everyone. 

0076 All of the rules Support defining the recipient 
“TO” to be any of the following: 

0077. A specific identity (i.e., specific email 
address). 

0078 A group of identities (i.e., specific prefix 
with a specific domain). 

0079 A entire domain's worth of identities. 

0080. The above described list of actions is not exhaus 
tive. Table 2 shows an example set of actions. 

TABLE 2 

AA - Accept always and do not create a more specific rule 
AA+ - Accept always and create more specific rule 
ACA+ - Accept and hold until confirm, then deliver message(s) and create specific 

rule for F:T = Accept always. 
ACN + n - Accept and hold until confirm, then deliver message(s) and create specific 

rule for F:T = Accept n-messages. 
ACE + n - Accept and hold until confirm, then deliver message(s) and create specific 

rule for F:T = Accept until in days from receipt of initial message. 
AVA+ - Accept and hold until verified, then deliver message(s) and create specific 

rule for F:T = Accept always. 
AVN + n - Accept and hold until verified, then deliver message(s) and create specific 

rule for F:T = Accept n-messages. 
AVE + n - Accept and hold until verified, then deliver message(s) and create specific 
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TABLE 2-continued 

rule for F:T = Accept until in days from initial msg. 
ACVA-- - Accept and hold until confirm, then hold until verified, and then deliver 

message(s) and create specific rule for F:T = Accept always. 
ACVN + n - Accept and hold until confirm, then hold until verified, and then deliver 

message(s) and create specific rule for F:T = Accept n-messages. 
ACVE + n Accept and hold until confirm, then hold until verified, and then deliver 

message(s) and create specific rule for F:T = Accept until in days from receipt of initial 
message. 
ANn - Accept n-messages and then reject any additional. 
AN + n - Create specific rule for F:T = Accept n-messages. 
AEyyyymmdd - Accept until specified date and then reject all subsequent messages. 
AE + n - Create specific rule for F:T = Accept until n-days from today. 
FA(list, ...) - Replace current recipient with the recipient addresses contained in the 

list, if at least one member of the list accepts message, then accept the message. 
FT(list, ...) - If first item accepts the message, then accept the message. Add each 

recipient in the list to the recipient list until encountering one which rejects the message. 
R - Reject any messages. 
For all of the following, variations which include verification, confirmation or both 

confirmation and verification steps prior to messages being delivered and rules instantiated 
are supported. ('s and r can be any of the these values: P - Prefix, S - Suffix, L - 
LocalPart, D - Domain, B - Base Domain, M - Sub-Domain.) 
AMsrA: If the sender address part specified by 's matches the recipien 

by r, then accept message. 
AMsrNn: If the sender address part specified by 's matches the recipien 

specified by r, then accept n-messages and then reject any additional. 
AMsrEyyyymmdd: If the sender address part specified by 's matches the recipient 

part specified by 'r', then accept until specified date and then reject any additional. 
AMsrA+: If the sender address part specified by 's matches the recipien 

specified by r, then create specific rule F:T = accept all message. 
AMsrN + n: If the sender address part specified by 's matches the recipient part 

specified by r, then create specific rule F:T = accept n-messages and then reject any 
additional. 
AMsrE + n: If 

specified by 'r', 
any additional. 
AXNr+: Using the r part of the recipient, create a specified rule, F:T = Accept 'r 

messages and then reject any additional. 
AXEr+: Using the r part of the recipient, create a specified rule, F:T = Accept all 

messages until "r days from now and then reject any additional. 
(For the following, id specifies either a user created or system provide template file 

which is used to generate a reply message to the sender.) 
ARA-id: Accept all messages and auto-reply with message id. 
ARNn-id: Accept n-messages, auto-reply to each with message id. 
AREyyyymmdd-id: Accept all messages until specified date auto-reply with message 

ld. 
RA + -id: Create a specific rule, F:T = Accept all messages and auto-reply with message 

ld. 
RN + n-id: Create a specific rule, F:T = Accept n-messages, auto-reply to each with 

message id. 
ARE + n-id: Create a specific rule, accept all messages until in days from now, auto 

reply to each with message id. 

part specified 

part 

the sender address part specified by 's matches the recipient part 
hen create specific rule F:T = accept until n-days from now and then reject 

0081. The following discusses inbound automated rules 
update. The AIRDB component 512 can be updated pas 
Sively through the normal use of email, and through the use 
of Several Special email addresses recognized by the System. 
That is, users of the System can update rules without 
recourse to the ADMIN Web-based administration interface. 
A user can add correspondents to the user's rule base in the 
following ways: 

0082 Sending an particular email to a correspon 
dent adds a rule that accepts email having the same 
address pattern instance as the particular email. 

0083) Sending a reply to a Verify request, which was 
Sent in response to a particular email from a corre 
spondent, adds a rule that accepts future email hav 
ing the Same address pattern instance as the particu 
lar email. In addition, the System delivers any 
pending emails having the Same address pattern 
instance as the particular email. 
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0084. Forwarding of an inbound email to the special 
email addresses, used for Accept and Reject. The 
Special email addresses are formed using accept or 
reject Suffixes to the prefix address for an email 
account, for example: 

0085 Forwarding an email from a correspondent 
to my-acceptOthere.com adds a rule that accepts 
future emails from the correspondent. The rule can 
be made to apply to all of the user's identities 
(e.g., all of the user's aliases) or only to the 
identity specified in the email forwarded. 

0.086 Forwarding an email from a correspondent 
to my-reject(Gthere.com adds a rule that rejects 
future emails from the correspondent. The rule can 
be made to apply to all of the user's identities 
(e.g., all of the user's aliases) or only to the 
identity specified in the email forwarded. 
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0087 Repeatedly forwarding to either of these 
addresses adds additional rules that are leSS Spe 
cific than those described above. That is, each 
additional instance of forwarding adds a leSS Spe 
cific rule (i.e., one having a less specific address 
pattern key). This generalization continues until 
an entire domain and any of its Sub domain are 
accepted or rejected. 

0088. The AIRDB component 412 can be updated 
actively, i.e., by input through the Web-based administrative 
interface. 

0089. The SMTPD server 502 uses a Mail ID field that is 
inserted into the Subject line of each inbound email to 
identify which pair of identities is to be confirmed or 
rejected. The Mail|D field is used to identify the specific 
address pattern instance for use with the REJECT and 
ACCEPT special addresses. This feature allows consistent 
behavior acroSS all email clients. This unique identifier can 
be added to the Subject line to provide a consistent way of 
identifying the specific SENDER and RECIPIENT for the 
message. The unique identifier is used by the ACCEPT and 
REJECT process to create the appropriate rules for the pair 
of FROM-TO addresses. While the SENDER and RECIPI 
ENT information can be extracted from the headers of the 
message, not all email clients pass all of the headers back to 
the system when replying to messages. The MailD in the 
Subject line is thus needed to ensure consistent behavior 
acroSS clients. 

0090 The following describes outbound email process 
ing and rules updating. In order to Send email, users Set their 
email client to point to the SMTPD Server. The server will 
relay email from the client provided the user has checked 
their mailbox in a specified period, e.g. in the past 15 
minutes. SMTPD will do the following to all outbound 
email: 

0091) If the “FROM" identity: 

0092. Matches the user's defined replacement 
String (e.g. my-replaceme(othere.com) then the 
server uses the “TO” address to find the either a 
preferred identity or the default identity in the case 
this is a new recipient, and alters the “FROM’ 
address accordingly, OR 

0093 Is a valid identity for the user and is not the 
replacement string, then SMTPD will set the pre 
ferred identity for the “TO” address to this value. 
This will either Setup a new mapping of the 
identity or override a previous one. 

0094) Next, the server adds an entry in an appropri 
ate rule for the used identity to allow any future 
email from the “TO” address to be accepted without 
any further processing. 

0095 Email is then sent to the recipient as per 
normal SMTP processing 

0096) The SMTP server 502 implements the following 
properties and features. 

0097. A contact alias is provided that is a place 
holder for triggering Substitution of a consistent 
Sender-to-receiver contact alias. 
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0098 Adefault sender contact alias is provided to be 
used if one is not specified or available, Such as when 
the receiver Sends a message to a new intended 
recipient. 

0099. A set of default rules is provided to be used for 
defining acceSS and processing rules for new 
intended recipients with whom the Sender has initi 
ated communications. Table 3 below shows an 
example Set of the default rules. 

0100. A set of access and processing rules is pro 
vided for deciding what to do when inbound email is 
processed for Specific Sender contact alias and 
receiver contact alias pairs or patterns of Such pairs. 
A minimal Set of rules is specified below. 

0101. A set of intended recipient contact alias or 
pattern to Sender contact alias preference informa 
tion is provided for use in maintaining a consistent 
Sender contact alias for Specific receivers or groups 
of receivers. 

0102) A set of email alias or email alias patterns to 
mailbox information is provided for use in process 
ing inbound and outbound email. 

TABLE 3 

Possible Default Actions for outgoing email where reply email is not 
covered by an accept-variant: 
Accept: Sending email to an address authorizes that address to reply 
back to the sending address Without further authorization 
Ntimes-N: Sending email to an address authorized that address to reply 

back to the sending address up to N messages after which further email 
will be rejected 

Expires-N: Sending email to an address authorizes that address to reply 
back to the sending address for up to N days from the date of the initial 
message 

If the action for the reverse (reply) rule is: 
Accept - Nothing needs to be done 
Accept N-msgs - If empty, increase authorized message count by 
empty-add 
Accept until - If expired, increase authorized time period by 
expired-add 
Confirm?Verify - Add appropriate rule w/o requiring confirm or verify 
Pending - Convert as if confirmed/verified and deliver all pending email 
Reject - Use default action for previously unspecified new recipients. 

0103) In one implementation, the SMTP server 502 can 
have at least the minimum implementation as Specified in 
4.5.1 Minimum Implementation, RFC 2821, “Simple Mail 
Transfer Protocol”, J. Kleinsin, Editor, April 2001. In 
response to a MAIL command, the System can identify if the 
Sender is a valid System user Such that outbound email 
processing behaviors should be used. In response to a RCPT 
command, the System can identify if the receiver is a valid 
System user Such that inbound email processing behaviors 
should be used. If outbound processing has been Specified 
and if the Sender contact alias matches the placeholder 
contact alias or pattern, then the System can Substitute in the 
FROM field of the message either the sender contact alias 
asSociated with the intended recipient or the default contact 
alias if a previous mapping does not exist. If inbound 
processing has been Specified, the System can find the first 
rule for the receiver's mailbox that matches the Sender 
contact alias and receiver alias used by the Sender and, 
furthermore, use the first part of the action to decide whether 
to reject or accept the message. If no rule is found, then the 
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System can reject the message. If neither inbound or out 
bound processing has been Specified, then the Server should 
handle the relay request as per site Specific configurations as 
specified in RFC 2821. 

0104. After successful processing of a DATA command 
the following actions may be taken or they may be delayed 
until after the currently connected SMTP client, server or 
relay exits the Session. If a Substitution of Sender contact 
alias was performed after the RCPT command, then the 
System can rewrite the affected areas of the message body to 
match. For inbound email, the System can execute the 
second part of the rule that matched. For outbound email for 
non-System users, the System can Send the email to the 
receiver using Standard SMTP protocols and procedures as 
specified in RFC 2821. 

01.05) FETCH-POP3 Client 

0106 FETCH is used to regularly retrieve email from 
remote 3rd party POP3 servers, as configured by each user. 
FETCH makes use of the rules engine, so that retrieved 
email is Subject to most of the same acceptance rules used 
for inbound email from SMTPD. The variations in rule 
processing occur because the Semantics of Some of the rules 
do not make Sense when applied to retrieved email, for 
example: 

0107 Confirmation of incoming email cannot be 
handled since the confirmation message would be 
from a different email identity than the one being 
retrieved 

0108. Initially, a blanket rejection of retrieved email 
cannot be handled Since there is no processing of 
outbound email on the external email account that 
would allow for the learning of acceptable corre 
spondents. 

0109 After processing an external email account for 
a period of time, the user could Set the rule to reject 
any new Senders while allowing all previously autho 
rized users to continue using that address. 

0110. In one implementation, POPD complies with RFC 
1939 (POP3 Commands and Responses), using plain text 
authentication. 

0111. POPD-POP3 Server 

0112 POPD is a POP3 Server that handles incoming 
POP3 client access according to a protocol, e.g., RFC 1939 
(POP3 Commands and Responses), using either plain text or 
APOP authentication. RFC1939 compliance ensures that 
POPD interoperates with the user's preferred email client 
(e.g., Outlook Express, Outlook, Eudora, Netscape Mail, 
etc.). POPD does not require use of the rules engine, but 
does make use of AIRDB in order to confirm user access and 
to find the users email. 

0113 ADMIN-User Account, Domain and Identity 
Administration: 

0114 While the user can accomplish most tasks simply 
using their preferred email client, there are Some operations 
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that require a more sophisticated interface. ADMIN is a web 
application that Supports the following: 

0115 User account creation, payments and renewals 
(0.116) Domain email Service Setup and administra 

tion 

0117 Default identity specification 
0118 Creation of new domain identity groups 
0119) Modification of rules for specific identities 
and groups of identities to either increase or decrease 
protection for those identities 

0120 In one implementation, the Boa HTTP Server pro 
vides the platform on which this application runs. This open 
Source Server was built with a Security and performance 
focus. 

0121 The management utilities implement the following 
properties and features. 

0.122 Support system level mailbox operations: 
0123 Establishing of a new mailbox defining a 
Set of email contact aliases and pattern(s) that map 
to the mailbox, an initial Set of acceSS and pro 
cessing rules, initial values for placeholder and 
default-Sender as describe above in the SMTP 
Server description. 

0.124. Modification of existing mailboxes to view, 
add, modify or delete existing email alias or 
pattern(s) that map receiver contact aliases to 
mailboxes. 

0.125 Removal of the mappings and all associated 
files and data for a specific mailbox. 

0.126 Support mailbox level operations: 
0127 View, add, modify, delete preferred sender 
contact alias information for target receivers or 
patterns of receivers. 

0128 View, add, modify, delete access and pro 
cessing rules 

0129. These management utilities can be implemented in 
both a Web-based system and an email based system. The 
Web-based system provides authentication of the user and 
supports all of the above list of behaviors and properties. The 
email based System provides as a minimum the ability to Set 
basic rules for Specific contact alias pairings as a result of 
forwarding or redirecting email to specific receiver contact 
aliases. The minimal Set of actions can include Setting the 
following types of rules for the Specific contact alias pairing 
contained in the email: Reject always, and accept always. 
The type of rule to be created can be based on the receiver 
contact alias. 

0130 FIGS. 6A-6F show examples of administrative 
interfaces, one or more of which can be Web-based. FIG. 6A 
shows an example of an administrative interface for man 
aging email domains. The interface includes a list 602 of 
domains being managed by the System. The interface 
includes a field 604 for adding domains to be to be managed 
by the system. The interface includes a field 606 for check 
ing availability of a domain name. The interface includes 
elements, Such as element 608, for adding Sub-domains to a 
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domain. The interface includes elements, Such as element 
610, for Specifying actions to be taken for each domain. 
FIG. 6B shows an administrative interface for configuring 
an email domain. The administrative interface allows a user 
to specify whether the new domain will be a multi-user 
domain or a single-user domain. The administrative inter 
face also allows the user to specify Domain Name System 
Setup options. 

0131 FIG. 6C shows an example of an administrative 
interface for managing address groups. A user can add an 
address group by using one of the user's own domain names, 
using another's domain name, and retrieving one of the 
user's POP account. The interface includes a field 614 for 
adding one of the user's domain names. The interface 
includes a field 616 for adding a domain name of another. 
The interface includes a field 618 for retrieving one of the 
user's POP account. 

0132) For each address group, the user can specify one or 
more identities for the system to manage. FIG. 6D shows an 
example of an administrative interface for managing iden 
tities. The interface includes an area 620 for creating new 
identities. Area 620 includes an area 622 for defining new 
identities and an area 624 for defining new group identities. 
The administrative interface includes fields, Such as field 
626, for Specifying actions to be taken with respect to the 
newly defined identities or group identities. The adminis 
trative interface includes elements which actuation creates 
the identities and corresponding rules. The administrative 
interface also includes lists of identities being managed by 
the System Such as, for example, list 630 for showing group 
identities, list 632 for showing identities specified by the 
user, and list 634 for showing identities that are learned and 
passively created by the System in response to the user's use 
of the System. 

0133 FIG. 6E shows an administrative interface for 
managing aliases. The administrative interface includes an 
area 636 for specifying the default identity. The administra 
tive interface includes an area 638 for specifying preferred 
identities for Sending emails. The administrative interface 
includes a list 640 of recipients (i.e., the intended recipients) 
and a list 642 of aliases to be used to correspond with the 
recipients. 

0134 FIG. 6F shows an administrative interface for 
managing accept/reject (i.e., access and processing) rules. 
The administrative interface includes an area 644 for a 
display filter. The user may wish to use the filter to display 
a Subset of the Set of recipients with whom the user corre 
sponds. The administrative interface includes a list 646 of 
recipients. The administrative interface includes a list 648 of 
the user's aliases to be used when corresponding with the 
respective recipients. The administrative interface includes 
fields 650 of actions that specify actions to be taken for 
messages Sent from the recipient and addressed to the alias 
Specified. 

0135) WEB Web Email Client 
0.136 While a user may use their preferred email client, 
not all clients provide features which allow users to acceSS 
all of the flexibly of the system. The WEB application 
provides a Standard web based email client with Specific 
additions to make the dynamic creation of new identities 
easy and fast. 
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0137 WEB provides all of the core email functionality 
that is required to read, write, delete, forward, reply and deal 
with attachments. In one implementation, this application 
runs on top of the Open Source Boa HTTP server for 
performance, Security and Scalability reasons. 

0.138. Domain Management 

0139. The SMTP server 402, like other SMTP mail 
transfer agents, is configured to handle email for particular 
Internet Domains. Internet Domains can come in a variety of 
types, based on the use to which the domain will be put. 
Domains can either be used to Serve email to a Single user 
or to multiple users. Single user domains are known as 
"Catch-All' domains because all email destined for the 
domain (whatever the specific address used) is delivered to 
a single mailbox. Multiple user domains can have an unlim 
ited number of users, each of which may have many distinct 
identities. Every mailbox can aggregate multiple email iden 
tities from one or more domains or Sub-domains, regardless 
of the type of the domains. Unlike other mail Systems, the 
System proposes to allow every user to have an unlimited 
number of identities, Spread acroSS a variety of Internet 
Domains. 

0140. The possible configurations for providing email 
Service to a domain are as indicated below. 

0141 Multiple User Domain Configurations: 

Type A Fixed identity with a prefix for defining new identities. Each 
user has a specific identity like “bobQthere.com” along with a 
prefix that they can use to create additional identities such as 
“bobanythingGthere.com'. 

Type B. Sub-domains for either groups or individuals. Each domain can 
have sub-domains like "sales.there.com' for handling groups of 
associated people, or a sub-domain may be for individual use as 
a “Catch-All sub-domain such as “ceo.there.com. 

Type C. Fixed identity with both a prefix and variable sub-domains for 
defining new identities. Each user has a specific identity like 
“bobQthere.com’ and a prefix that they can use to create 
additional identities such as “bob-anything(othere.com'. In 
addition, the user can create new sub-domains like 
“bobGsupport.there.com’ or bob-YahooGweb.there.com to add 
even greater flexibility in defining new identities. 

Type D. Fixed sub-domain as a “Catch-All for defining new identities. 
Each user has a specific sub-domain like “ceo.there.com’ or 
“bob.there.com which is used as a "Catch-All domain. This 
allows each user great freedom in defining new identities since 
any address that ends with their sub-domain like 
“sales-infoGbob.there.com will be delivered to them. 

0142. Single User Domain Configurations: 

Type E. “Catch-All domain for defining new identities. Each user 
has a specific domain like “bobjones.com' which is used as a 
“Catch-All domain. This allows the user great freedom in 
defining new identities since any address that ends with their 
domain like “infoGbobjones.com' will be delivered to them. 

Type F. “Catch-All domain with variable sub-domains for defining new 
identities. Each user has a specific domain like “bobjones.com' 
which is used as a "Catch-All domain. This allows the user 
great freedom in defining new identities since any address that 
ends with their domain like “infoGbobjones.com' will be 
delivered to them... In addition, the user can create new 
sub-domains like “robertGsupport.bobjones.com’ or 
“yahooGchat.bobjones.com' to add even greater flexibility in 
defining new identities. 
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Alternatives 

0143 Voice Messages 
014.4 For voice communication networks, one imple 
mentation utilizes either a Software program or hardware 
instantiation of the Software running in the central telephone 
office which provides the point-of-entry for the user or a 
Software or hardware instantiation of the Software running at 
the end-point of the telephone connection (e.g., the user's 
telephone is connected to a fax/data/voice modem card 
which runs the server Software) and associated management 
utilities that implements the details of the System and 
method of the present invention. The management utilities 
can support both a Web-base (e.g., one that uses HTTP(S)) 
and Voice/keypad interactive System. The contact alias for 
Voice networks is defined as a telephone number which 
ultimately maps to a specific telephone or centralized phone 
System (e.g., local phone system for an office). A minimal set 
of rules for voice communications includes: Accept call and 
ring through, Forward call to voice mail, Forward call to 
another number, Reject the call with a Specific message, 
Request entering of a response to a Specific question and 
redirect call based on the answer. All of the properties of the 
rules Specified for email are applicable for this situation. 
0145 Data Messages 
0146 For data communication networks, one implemen 
tation utilizes either a Software program or hardware instan 
tiation of the Software running in the central telephone office 
which provides the point-of-entry for the user or a software 
or hardware instantiation of the Software running at the 
end-point of the telephone connection (e.g., the user's tele 
phone is connected to a fax/data/voice modem card which 
runs the server Software) and associated management utili 
ties that implements the details of the System. The manage 
ment utilities, in one implementation, can Support both a 
Web-based and voice/keypad interactive system. The con 
tact alias for data networks is defined as a telephone number 
which ultimately maps to a specific facsimile machine or 
facsimile emulator or centralized phone System (e.g., local 
phone system for an office). The minimal set of rules 
asSociated with Voice communication networks would also 
apply to data communication networks. All of the properties 
of the rules Specified for email are applicable for this 
network. 

0147 The invention can be implemented in digital elec 
tronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, Soft 
ware, or in combinations of them. The invention can be 
implemented as a computer program product, i.e., a com 
puter program tangibly embodied in an information carrier, 
e.g., in a machine-readable Storage device or in a propagated 
Signal, for execution by, or to control the operation of, data 
processing apparatus, e.g., a programmable processor, a 
computer, or multiple computers. A computer program can 
be written in any form of programming language, including 
compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in 
any form, including as a Stand-alone program or as a 
module, component, Subroutine, or other unit Suitable for 
use in a computing environment. A computer program can 
be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple 
computers at one Site or distributed acroSS multiple sites and 
interconnected by a communication network. 
0148 Method steps of the invention can be performed by 
one or more programmable processors executing a computer 
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program to perform functions of the invention by operating 
on input data and generating output. Method steps can also 
be performed by, and apparatus of the invention can be 
implemented as, Special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an 
FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (appli 
cation-specific integrated circuit). 
014.9 Processors suitable for the execution of a computer 
program include, by way of example, both general and 
Special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more 
processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a 
processor will receive instructions and data from a read-only 
memory or a random acceSS memory or both. The essential 
elements of a computer are a processor for executing 
instructions and one or more memory devices for Storing 
instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also 
include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or 
transfer data to, or both, one or more mass Storage devices 
for Storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto-optical disks, or 
optical disks. Information carrierS Suitable for embodying 
computer program instructions and data include all forms of 
non-volatile memory, including by way of example Semi 
conductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and 
flash memory devices, magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard 
disks or removable disks, magneto-optical disks, and CD 
ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory 
can be Supplemented by, or incorporated in Special purpose 
logic circuitry. 

0150. To provide for interaction with a user, the invention 
can be implemented on a computer having a display device, 
e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal 
display) monitor, for displaying information to the user and 
a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a 
trackball, by which the user can provide input to the com 
puter. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for 
interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback 
provided to the user can be any form of Sensory feedback, 
e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; 
and input from the user can be received in any form, 
including acoustic, Speech, or tactile input. 
0151. The invention can be implemented in a computing 
System that includes a back-end component, e.g., as a data 
Server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g., an 
application Server, or that includes a front-end component, 
e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or 
a Web browser through which a user can interact with an 
implementation of the invention, or any combination of Such 
back-end, middleware, or front-end components. The com 
ponents of the System can be interconnected by any form or 
medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communica 
tion network. Examples of communication networks include 
a local area network (“LAN”) and a wide area network 
(“WAN”), e.g., the Internet. 
0152 The computing system can include clients and 
Servers. A client and Server are generally remote from each 
other and typically interact through a communication net 
work. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue 
of computer programs running on the respective computers 
and having a client-Server relationship to each other. 
0153. The invention has been described in terms of 
particular embodiments. Other embodiments are within the 
Scope of the following claims. For example, the Steps of the 
invention can be performed in a different order and still 
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achieve desirable results. The rules base can include rules 
that are based on an acceSS control list. The rules can restrict 
outbound mail, for example, to limit communications to an 
approved set of correspondents via a form of centrally 
managed outbound rule base. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A computer-implemented method for processing mes 
Sages, the method comprising: 

maintaining rules, each of which includes an address 
pattern key and one or more instructions for message 
processing, an address pattern key being an expression 
that specifies one or more address pattern instances, 

receiving a first message, the first message including 
address information associated with the Sender of the 
first message and address information associated with 
the intended recipient of the first message; 

defining an address pattern instance of the first message, 
an address pattern instance of a message being a 
combination of address information associated with a 
Sender of the message and address information associ 
ated with an intended recipient of the message; 

Selecting, from among the rules, a rule that includes an 
address pattern key with which the defined address 
pattern instance matches, and 

processing the first message in accordance to the one or 
more instructions included in the rule Selected. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
identifying which of the rules includes an address pattern 

key to which the defined address pattern instance 
matches, wherein the Selecting is based on an order of 
priority of the rules identified. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
identifying which of the rules includes an address pattern 

key to which the defined address pattern instance 
matches, wherein the Selecting is based on the Speci 
ficity of the address pattern keys of the rules identified. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein selecting includes: 
Selecting the rule having a most specific address pattern 

key. 
5. The method of claim 4, wherein: 
maintaining rules include maintaining IF-THEN rules, an 
IF-THEN rule specifying that if a message's address 
pattern instance matches with the rule's address pattern 
key, then the message is to be processes in accordance 
with the rules instructions. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the intended recipient 
of the first message is a first user, and wherein at least one 
of the rules includes an address pattern key that specifies 
address pattern instances that include address information 
asSociated with the first user as an intended recipient, the at 
least one of the rules further including an instruction to 
accept messages for delivery, the method further compris 
Ing: 

defining a new rule to not accept for delivery all messages 
addressed to the first user, the new rule including an 
address pattern key that Specifies address pattern 
instances having address information associated with 
anyone as a Sender and address information associated 
with the Second user as an intended-recipient, the at 
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least one of the rules including an address pattern key 
that is more Specific than the address pattern key of the 
new rule, whereby messages having address pattern 
instances that do not match the address pattern key of 
the at least one of the rules are not accepted for delivery 
and messages having address pattern instances that do 
match the address pattern key of the at least one of the 
rules are accepted for delivery. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein: 
the Sender of the first message is a Second user; and 
the at least one of the rules includes an address pattern key 

that Specify address pattern instances having address 
information associated with the Second user as a Sender 
and address information associated with the first user as 
the intended recipient, whereby messages from Senders 
not already Specified in the rules are not accepted for 
delivery and messages from the Second user are 
accepted for delivery to the first user. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the intended recipient 
of the first message is a first user, the method further 
comprising: 

in response to the first user Sending a message to a Second 
user, defining a new rule to accept for delivery to the 
first user messages from the Second user, the new rule 
including an address pattern key that Specifies the 
pattern instance that includes a combination of address 
information associated with the Second user as a Sender 
and address information associated with the first user as 
an intended recipient. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to accept, 
for a number of instances, messages having address 
pattern instances that matches the address pattern key 
of the rule. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to accept, 
until a date, messages having address pattern instances 
that matches the address pattern key of the rule. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to accept, 
for an interval after a date, messages having address 
pattern instances that matches the address pattern key 
of the rule. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to accept, 
upon confirmation, messages having address pattern 
instances that matches the address pattern key of the 
rule. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to accept, 
upon verification, messages having address pattern 
instances that matches the address pattern key of the 
rule. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 
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maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to accept, 
upon verification and confirmation, messages having 
address pattern instances that matches the address 
pattern key of the rule. 

15. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to define a 
new rule. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining rules 
includes: 

maintaining a rule that includes an instruction to forward 
messages having address pattern instances that matches 
the address pattern key of the rule. 

17. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
processing the message includes processing the message 

at an SMTP Server. 
18. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
receiving a message includes receiving an email, the 

email including address information associated with 
the Sender of the email and address information asso 
ciated with the intended recipient of the email. 

19. The method of claim 18, wherein: 
receiving an email includes receiving an email in which at 

least one of the address information associated with the 
Sender and the address information associated with the 
intended recipient is a contact alias. 

20. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
maintaining rules includes maintaining rules that include 

address pattern keys include alias information. 
21. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
receiving a message includes receiving one of an out 
bound message and an inbound message. 

22. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
receiving a message includes receiving a short-message 

service (“SMS) message. 
23. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
receiving a message includes receiving a voice mail 

meSSage. 
24. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
receiving a message includes receiving a fax message. 
25. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
automatically updating the rules being maintained in 

response to input. 
26. The method of claim 25, wherein: 
automatically updating includes one of defining a new 

rule, modifying an existing rule, and deleting an exist 
ing rule. 

27. The method of claim 25, wherein: 
automatically updating in response to input includes auto 

matically updating in response to one of receiving a 
message, Sending a message, forwarding a message to 
a particular address, detecting a particular String in a 
message, input received through an administrative 
interface. 

28. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
maintaining rules includes maintaining rules that include 

address pattern keys that are regular expressions. 
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29. The method of claim 28, wherein: 
one of the regular expressions Specifies different email 

address domains. 
30. The method of claim 28, wherein: 

one of the regular expressions Specifies different contact 
aliases for a given email address domain. 

31. A computer program product, tangibly Stored on a 
computer-readable medium, for processing messages, the 
product comprising instructions operable to cause a pro 
grammable processor to: 

receive a first message, the first message including 
address information associated with the Sender of the 
first message and address information associated with 
the intended recipient of the first message; 

define an address pattern instance of the first message, an 
address pattern instance of a message being a combi 
nation of address information associated with a Sender 
of the message and address information associated with 
an intended recipient of the message; 

Select, from among a set of rules, a rule that includes an 
address pattern key with which the defined address 
pattern instance matches, each of the Set of rules 
including an address pattern key and one or more 
instructions for message processing, an address pattern 
key being an expression that Specifies one or more 
address pattern instances, and 

process the first message in accordance to the one or more 
instructions included in the rule Selected. 

32. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

identify which of the rules includes an address pattern key 
to which the defined address pattern instance matches, 
wherein the Selecting is based on an order of priority of 
the rules identified. 

33. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

identify which of the rules includes an address pattern key 
to which the defined address pattern instance matches, 
wherein the Selecting is based on the Specificity of the 
address pattern keys of the rules identified. 

34. The product of claim 33, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

Select the rule having a most Specific address pattern key. 
35. The product of claim 34, further comprising instruc 

tions to: 

maintain IF-THEN rules, an IF-THEN rule specifying 
that if a message's address pattern instance matches 
with the rule's address pattern key, then the message is 
to be processes in accordance with the rules instruc 
tions. 

36. The product of claim 35, wherein the intended recipi 
ent of the first message is a first user, and wherein at least 
one of the rules includes an address pattern key that specifies 
address pattern instances that include address information 
asSociated with the first user as an intended recipient, the at 
least one of the rules further including an instruction to 
accept messages for delivery, the product further comprising 
instructions to: 
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define a new rule to not accept for delivery all messages 
addressed to the first user, the new rule including an 
address pattern key that Specifies address pattern 
instances having address information associated with 
anyone as a Sender and address information associated 
with the Second user as an intended-recipient, the at 
least one of the rules including an address pattern key 
that is more Specific than the address pattern key of the 
new rule, whereby messages having address pattern 
instances that do not match the address pattern key of 
the at least one of the rules are not accepted for delivery 
and messages having address pattern instances that do 
match the address pattern key of the at least one of the 
rules are accepted for delivery. 

37. The product of claim 36, wherein: 
the Sender of the first message is a Second user; and 
the at least one of the rules includes an address pattern key 

that Specify address pattern instances having address 
information associated with the Second user as a Sender 
and address information associated with the first user as 
the intended recipient, whereby messages from Senders 
not already Specified in the rules are not accepted for 
delivery and messages from the Second user are 
accepted for delivery to the first user. 

38. The product of claim 31, wherein the intended recipi 
ent of the first message is a first user, the product further 
comprising instructions to: 

in response to the first user Sending a message to a Second 
user, define a new rule to accept for delivery to the first 
user messages from the Second user, the new rule 
including an address pattern key that Specifies the 
pattern instance that includes a combination of address 
information associated with the Second user as a Sender 
and address information associated with the first user as 
an intended recipient. 

39. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to accept, for 
a number of instances, messages having address pattern 
instances that matches the address pattern key of the 
rule. 

40. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to accept, until 
a date, messages having address pattern instances that 
matches the address pattern key of the rule. 

41. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to accept, for 
an interval after a date, messages having address pat 
tern instances that matches the address pattern key of 
the rule. 

42. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to accept, upon 
confirmation, messages having address pattern 
instances that matches the address pattern key of the 
rule. 

43. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 
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maintain a rule that includes an instruction to accept, upon 
Verification, messages having address pattern instances 
that matches the address pattern key of the rule. 

44. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to accept, upon 
Verification and confirmation, messages having address 
pattern instances that matches the address pattern key 
of the rule. 

45. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to define a new 
rule. 

46. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain a rule that includes an instruction to forward 
messages having address pattern instances that matches 
the address pattern key of the rule. 

47. The product of claim 31, wherein: 
processing the message includes processing the message 

at an SMTP Server. 
48. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 

tions to: 

receive an email, the email including address information 
asSociated with the Sender of the email and address 
information associated with the intended recipient of 
the email. 

49. The product of claim 48, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

receive an email in which at least one of the address 
information associated with the Sender and the address 
information associated with the intended recipient is a 
contact alias. 

50. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

maintain rules that include address pattern keys include 
alias information. 

51. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

receive a message that is a short-message-Service 
(“SMS) message. 

52. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 
tions to: 

receive a message that is a voice mail message. 
53. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 

tions to: 

receive a message that is a fax message. 
54. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc 

tions to: 

automatically update the rules being maintained in 
response to input. 

55. The product of claim 54, wherein: 
automatically updating includes one of defining a new 

rule, modifying an existing rule, and deleting an exist 
ing rule. 

56. The product of claim 54, wherein: 
automatically updating in response to input includes auto 

matically updating in response to one of receiving a 
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message, Sending a message, forwarding a message to 58. The product of claim 57, wherein: 
a particular address, detecting a particular String in a one of the regular expressions Specifies different email message, input received through an administrative address domains. 
interface. 59. Th duct of claim 57. wh : 57. The product of claim 31, further comprising instruc- e product oI claim 51, Wnerein 

tions to: one of the regular expressions Specifies different contact 
aliases for a given email address domain. 

maintain rules that include address pattern keys that are 
regular expressions. k . . . . 


